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My partner Steve bought a new Hanse 385 a year before we left to head north on Rocinante, as he named
her. She is named after Don Quixote’s horse, ridden by an ageing delusional knight. Steve had owned
smaller sailing boats in his younger years but at 62 years old he hadn’t sailed for 20 years. At 62, he
wondered if he’d already left it too late, but figured that if he didn’t go now, he’d miss his chance. I was a
rookie. I’d often yearned for the opportunity to go sailing and had a tentative dream to sail on open seas at
least once but was unsure whether I’d be exhilarated or terrified.
In the year before we set off, Steve and I began to get to know Rocinante, taking her out for day and
weekend trips in Pittwater. The Australian agents for Hanse, Windcraft, supported us and introduced us
to other Hanse owners. We signed up for a few training sessions with AAB Boating and practiced Crew
Overboard procedures and reefing. Steve sailed Rocinante to and from Sydney Harbour once, and we both
went on a Sailaway to Port Stephens organised by Windcraft.
Steve had finished up work and I told the company that I was contracting for that I wanted 5 months
off work to go sailing. We asked for advice from more experienced sailors and aimed to leave the marina at
Bayview 15 May, 2018. We hung around Pittwater for a few days, launching our dinghy for the first time
and trying out the dinghy engine. When the weather looked right, we ventured north.
This is the story of our journey, from Pittwater, NSW to Upstart Bay, Queensland, between Bowen and
Townsville, where we received sad news, back to Mooloolaba, where we left Rocinante for the summer.
Writing each day, I share our daily life, including our mistakes and progress, the sailing conditions, the
people we meet and the food we eat.

1.

A CLUMSY START AND FIRST DAY ON
OPEN WATERS

Sunrise on the way to Newcastle

Friday 18 May Pittwater to Newcastle
Steve’s alarm goes off at 3:30am. I’m snug in bed but I can feel the cold on my face. Three minutes later
my alarm sounds – I’d set it for 3:33am. My phone is on charge on the instrument table so I need to hop
out of bed to silence it. I return to sit on the bed and start layering on clothes: underwear, thermals, socks
pulled over thermals, T-shirt, long-sleeved shirt, jacket, ugg boots. By the time I have it all on, Steve has
somehow dressed himself, gone out to the cockpit to turn the gas on, put water in the kettle and started it
heating.
While I fumble to make breakfast, Steve dashes around preparing equipment and the boat for departure.
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My mind is sluggish and my hands clumsy. I stop to think at every action. After the kettle boils and tea
and coffee is made, Steve suggests boiling more water for the thermos. Of course. Why didn’t I think of
that? He hands me a torch and a headlamp and reminds me to put on my waterproof jacket and lifejacket.
I dither, and decide to take off my other jacket before putting the waterproof one on. I’m still tidying up
the kitchen when Steve starts the engine to warm it up.
Out on deck it’s cold. I look around. It’s dark in our immediate vicinity but there are lights in the
distance. That’s Barrenjoey lighthouse out there and behind us is the basin.
“We need to log on,” I remind him.
“Let’s just get going while we have wind,” he says.
“But we need to log on before we go out,” I insist.
He looks at his phone and tries to log on using the Marine Rescue NSW App, but when we try to log
our position it doesn’t respond.
“I’ll try on my phone,” I say. I get a bit further with it, but still no luck.
“We’ll get going and do it on our way out,” Steve says. Before I know it he’s up at the bow and has
released the mooring line. He hands me a dolphin torch and asks me to keep an eye out in front. He has
already identified his path through the moorings and the couple of boats either side.
I clumsily wave the torch around.
“Don’t shine it right on other boats,” he instructs.
“OK, I’m trying not to,” I say. I go up to the shrouds where I can hold on and get a better view and wave
the torch from side to side. It reflects off our boat into my eyes, and off the mooring buoys.
Eventually we’re out in clear water.
“I want to get the sail up before we run into more wind,” Steve says.
“But we need to log on.” I’m obsessed with it. “I’ll do it on the radio.”
I call on the handheld that Steve has brought to the cockpit. There is an answer but it’s not very clear.
“Go down and use the one inside,” Steve suggests.
I manage to make contact and the Marine Rescue operator asks me for my boat registration.
“Wait a minute, I’ll have to find it,” I say, feeling like a dork.
After I give the registration, they say they don’t have my details and start asking for more info. I dither
around, trying to find it on my phone, when Steve rushes down and hands me his phone with all the details
on the screen.
Marine Rescue is patient while I laboriously answer his questions, forgetting the phonetic alphabet
halfway through spelling out Rocinante for him: “Romeo Oscar Charlie India November Alpha
November Tee-I’ve forgotten what that is Echo.”
By the time I make it back to the cockpit, we’ve passed Barrenjoey and are heading out to sea.
We turn to head into wind, which is coming from the south, and Steve hoists the mainsail. There’s 8-10
knots of wind and soon he unfurls the headsail too. The sky is becoming lighter and an orange haze appears
along the horizon. It’s amazing being out on the lightly rolling sea but I’m already looking forward to
daylight and warmer temperatures. I duck below to put back on that extra jacket.
Back on deck, there are only 2 boats off in the distance. A piercing light pops above the horizon and in a
matter of minutes it’s a burning yellow ball. The sun has risen.
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We sail in light winds through to 8:30am, barely spotting any other boats, sometimes only maintaining
3 knots of boat speed. We play around taking photos. Steve, in all his gear, with his neatly trimmed beard,
the sun shining on him, looks like a professional adventurer.
When he hands the helm over to me, he points the camera at me for so long to compose his shot, that I
give up putting on my cheesy smile and ignore him. So he ends up with serious-looking shots, suggesting
captions for them like: “Hmmm, I might go to Antarctica, or I might not.”
If we want to reach Newcastle at a reasonable hour, we need to make better speed, so at 8:40am we start
the engine, furl the headsail and drop the main. Now we can at least do 6 knots.
I can’t seem to get warm, but Steve is shedding layers. I sit up on the coach house for a while to catch
the sun. It’s bright, shining at a 45 degree angle to the direction we’re heading. I exchange my beanie for
my cap to shade my eyes. The sea is smooth, the swell rolling with a long period. We follow the coast,
monitoring our plotter and Navionics on the iPad, correlating them with the coastline. We motor along
between the coast and a line of cargo ships stationed at intervals to our right, having cups of tea, coffee,
and later munching on the sandwiches I’d hastily prepared before we left. I’m surprised when Steve tells me
they are all foreign ships and that Australia has no international cargo ships, only smaller local ones.
“Oh look! Dolphins!” Steve calls. I run up to the front to see a huge grey beast plunging directly under
our bow.
“Oh, is it a dolphin?” Steve wonders.
“Is it a baby whale?” I ask.
After initial consternation, we realise, yes, there are 2 large dolphins. They must be at least 8 feet long
with broad girths and mottled markings. Steve retrieves his phone from the cockpit and manages to film
them leaping and torpedoing beside the boat. They play along with us for at least 5 minutes before they
lose interest and go back to join their pod a little way off.
At 2:30pm we approach Nobby’s Head. We see a ship heading in to harbour but it’s going much faster
than us and next time I look, it’s gone. As we get closer, we see the city buildings and the breakwater to
go around. We’d used Navionics to create an autoroute and it seemed to take us through a group of yellow
“Special Markers”. Not knowing what they are marking, we decide to make an arc around them to come
in beside the port marker. We’ve looked repeatedly at Alan Lucas’s book and his instructions about getting
in to Newcastle. We’ve memorised the layout of the marina at the Newcastle yacht club and the location of
the berth that the marina has sent us. We go over it again and again to make sure we’ve got it right.
Steve has already put out some of the fenders and I fumble around tying the last of them on to suit the
berth we’ve been allocated, which is on an arm opposite to what we’ve been used to. Steve has tied on our
mooring lines in case the marina doesn’t provide them and we talk through the various options of how we
might approach and tie up. We follow the river to the marina. As we approach, I call the marina office and
ask if someone can come and help us tie up. Sure thing, they’ll meet us at the berth.
There are a few anxious moments as we back in between the arms, as we can’t see a space for our boat
and the numbering doesn’t look right. Hey, we’ve checked this so many times, we just have to trust it and
power out again if it isn’t right. Sure enough, our space is free and there is the young marina guy, ready to
tie us up. As usual, Steve brings it in like a pro. The marina guy ties us up, hands us security cards to get in
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and out of the marina gates and gives us directions to the office. Another guy cleaning his sail nearby comes
and takes the bow line from me and ties it up.
Wow! We made it on our first leg!
After filling out the paperwork at the marina office and readjusting the mooring lines we have a hard
decision. Will we have showers first, or champagne first? We decide on the champagne.

Cold early morning adventurer

Celebrating arrival on the first leg of the journey

